FRENCH SPECIMEN SAMPLE QUESTIONS
Writing: Level 1 Section 1
Les vacances
Your French friend is coming to visit you.
Make a list in French of six items that your friend should pack, as in the example.
(The pictures shown are only a suggestion. You may use any relevant item of vocabulary.)
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Writing: Level 1 Section 2
Complete the following sentences by selecting the correct form of the verb or adjective from
those given in the brackets. Write it in the space provided.

1. Mon oncle ___________ un appartement à Paris. (habites, habite, habitent)
2. Je __________ mes devoirs dans ma chambre. (fais, fait, font)
3. Les enfants ____________ des bonbons. (manges, mangez, mangent)
4. Madame Simon est très ______________. (beau, bel, belle)
5. Nous avons un _______ chat. (joli, jolie, jolies)
(5)

Writing: Level 2 Section 1
Use the vocabulary provided to help you translate the following sentences into French.
You are given the masculine singular form of adjectives, the gender of nouns and the
infinitive of verbs – you need to add extra words as necessary and make sure that the word
order is correct.

1. She cannot go out this evening, because she has lots of homework.
pouvoir, sortir, soir(m), devoir(m)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
2. The girls are very hardworking and they are staying at home.
fille (f), travailleur, rester, maison(f)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
3. We are going to eat in a very good restaurant next weekend.
aller, manger, bon, restaurant (m), prochain, week-end (m)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………..

4. The teachers in my school are all very nice.
professeur(m), école (f), tout, gentil
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
5. My mother loves spending time with her friends.
mère (f), adorer, passer, temps (m), ami (m)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
(10)

Writing: Level 2 Section 2
Write an email in French to a French friend. You should write between 80 and 120 words.
(You need to show knowledge of the past, present and near future tenses in order to
access the top marks, and you will be credited for the accurate use of a wide variety of
vocabulary and grammar).
You must include at least four of the following:
•

une activité que tu aimes faire – an activity you like doing

•

les vacances en famille – family holidays

•

un problème en vacances – a problem on holiday

•

Noël dernier – last Christmas

•

l’été prochain – next summer
(15)

